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A NOTE ON PURE STATES OF BANACH ALGEBRAS 

By Hansoo Kim and Yongchan Kim 

1. Introduction 

J. Anderson [1] investigated the extension question for arbitrary C￥-algebras A 

and B. 1n this paper, we give a characterization of a pure state and properties 

of states on C*-algebras. Moreover, we generalize some resuIts in [1]. For 

instance, in S 3 we show that if G十 (/) commutes with every element of C*

algebra and 1 is a purc state, then 1 is a homomorphism. 1n S 4 we show that 

if 1 is a strictly pure state of a Banach*-algebra A and LCf)cα[l (0), then f 
is a unique state extension of / 1 to A. Conversely, if 1 is the unique statc 

extension of / 1 to A and dim (A/LCf)) <∞， then 1 is a strictly pure state, 

where 11 is the restriction of 1 to M (f). 

2. Notations and preliminaries 

By a Banach￥-algebra， we mean a Banach algebra A with an involution 용 

satisfying lI a체 = lI a for a lI a in A. A positive linear functional 1 is caIIed a 

state if 11/11 = 1. An extrcme state is caIlcd a pure state ([7]). For each state 1 
on a Banach*-algebra A. let L(f) = {xεA; I(x*x)=아 be the left ideal asso

ciated with 1. Then 1 is a strictly pure state of A if 1 is a purc state and 

*-representation of A determined by 1, πj， is strictly irreducible on Hil lJcrt 

space Hf ([2]). 1 is a strictly pure state of A if and only if A/ L( 1) is 

complcte in the norm Ila 十 L(/)11 2 =/(a*a)τ if and only if 11 11 2 and 11 Ilqare 

cquivalent, wherc 11 Ilq is the quotient norm on A/ L( 1) ([2]). If 1 is a pure 

state on a C*-algebra, then 1 is a strictly pure state. 

3. Pure states of C*-algcbras 

PROPOSITION 3. 1. Szφtþose A is a *-algebra with an identzïy e. Let 1 be a 

Unear fzmc tz"onal on A wz'th l(e)= 1. Then N(f)CL(/) zf and only zf 1 z"s a 

homomorphz"sm, where N(f)= {xεA; I(x)= 이 • 

PROOF. Assumc that N(f)ζL(/). Sincc N(/)={x-/(x)e; xεA}， f(x*x)= 
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[(x*) [(x) for every xεA. Then we are easy to see that [(x훗y)=[(x선I[(Y) 

for all x, y in A. Thus [ is a homomorphism. 

Throughout this section, B shall always denote a C용-algebra containing the 

identity e. 

DEFINITION 3.2. For each state [ on B, let 

M (f)= {tεB; [(tx) =[(xt) =[(t)[(x) for all xεB} and 

GCf)= {tεB; I[(t) 1 = Itll = 1}. 

For each xεB， let α (x)=inf (lI tx션 1: tεGCf)}. 
f 

R. V. Kadison proved in [3] that when [ is a pure state of a C*-algebra, 

then N(f) =LCf)+L선f)， where L*(f) = {tEB: t'1.-εL(f)}. By proposition 3.1, a 

pure state on a C*-algebra need not be a homomorphism. Hence we may con

sider the following proposition. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let [ be a ημre state 0η B. Assχme that G+(f) ={aEG(f); a is 

a þositive element} commutes with eveη element o[ B. Theη αE1(0)=L(f)， αhere 

αf I(0)= {xεB; α'/x)=O}. 

PROOF. In [1 ], α얀F1(m…0)=감L(f)η)+댐L캄*(f)η) a때n띠d e앓훌α샤j-l(ωω0이). T돼hu따S α얀f?I(ω(0)이) i염s clos뼈 e려 d 

pro때.η0얘pe하r su뼈l 

Mi넙s 11 IIq-c이losedι1. Then 11ι i섭s 11 11 2-c미losed ([2낌]). By hypothesis, M is c10sed πf

invariant proper subspace of Hf=A/L(f). By ((7], 1. 21. 10) , {πj， Hf} is ir

reducible. Thus αf l(0)=L(f)· 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let [ be a state on B. Sztþþose G+ (f) commutes wz'th every 

element o[ B. Then [ is a pztre state zl and only zl [ is a homomorphz.sm. 

PROOF. [is a pure state if and only if α'/x-[(x)e) =0 for all x in A ([1]). 

Lemma 3.3 shows that if [ is a pure state, then N (f) =L(f). Thus [ is a 

homomorphism. 

4. Extensions of states on Banach*-algebras 

111 this chapter, we carry some Anderson’ s results on C홉-algebra to Banach-)(o

algebra. Throughout this section, A shall always denote a Banach*-algebra 

with an identity e. The previous notations M (f), G(f) and α/x) in C*-algebra 

hav(' the samc meaning-s on A. 
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DEFINITION 4. 1. Let 1 be a state on A. For each xεA， 

let G’(f) = {aεG(f); a=a육 and I(a)르O}， 

and 하(x) = inf {lI ax선11; aεG’ (f)}. 

1n C*-algebra, G+ (f) implies Gτf). 
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The following pro;>osition and α (x)=β (x) are followed by [1]. We observe ["0/ r-[‘ 

that α;1(0) is closed on A and M(f) is Banach*-algebra. AIso, G(f )CM(f) 

and G(/) is a topological sem igroup on A. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. 

Let 1 be a þure state on A. I/ L( I)cαf 1(0), the% af 1(0)=L(f)十L율(f). 

REMARK 4.3. (1) Thc condition N( f)Cα[-\0) in the proposition 4.2 

sential. 

(2) Strictly pure state of A and L(f)CαE1(0) are independent. 

EXAMPLE. 

IS es-

Let C be a complex linear space and let A b~ the algebra of all matrices of 

이 with α든C. ßEC. Thcn it is wclI -kno 
， α 

tative Banach*-algebra, but A is not rcJ llccd. Dc[ine a complex mapping 1; A 
「

~C given by I(x) =α， 
. , α ρ 

wnencver x = 
U α， • 

1 t is easy to see that 1 is a strictly pu rc sta te on A and 

G(f) = [(~ 0); aεC and lal =1~. 
u a 

Thus L(f)C[.α;1(0). 

LEMMA 4.4. Let 1 be a þztre state on A μlith dim (A/L(/))<∞. Then 1 is 

a strz'ct!y pκre state on A. 

PROOF. The identity map a+L(/) "7 a+L(f) is a homcomorphism from 

(A/ L(f), 11 11 2) onto (A/ L(f), 11 IIq) ([4], p38). Thus A/ L(f) is completc in 

the norm I 11 2 , Therefore 1 is a strictly pure state 011 A. 

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let 1 be a state 01 A aηd let 11 be the restη!'ctz"on 01 1 to 

M (f). 11 1 is a strictly þure state and L(f)CαE1(0)， the1z f 상 the 1tI싸te 
state extension 01 11 to A. Conversely, zf 1 is the WIZψce s. αte exteíîsion 01 11 to 
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A and dim (AIL(f)) <∞， then 1 z.s a strz.ctly pure state 01 A. 

PROOF. Suppose 1 is a strictIy pure state on A and g is a state on A which 

agree with 1 on M (f). By [2] , N (f) =αF1(0)· Thus there exist %εG'(f) 
2 

such that lim a객an=lim I(x)a: for a lI x in A. Therefore we have I=g in A. 
n-+oo n-o。

Conversely, 1 is a pure state on A, becausc h is a pure sta(e on M( 1). By 

Lemma 4.4, 1 is a strictIy pure state on A. 
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